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As the men opened the door to the 
brothel, the loud sounds of music, 
songs, mixed with the dancing girls 
and their patrons greeted them. The 
lights were dim and the sounds were 
profound.  Each being in this location 
for their unique reasoning.  Money, lust, 
pleasure, sadness, betrayal, curiosity, 
wine, songs, dance or acquisition of 
love.  Men seeking to change the state 
of mind and finding comfort from 
daily agony of life by some orgasmic 
forgetfulness.  This drama of life has 
played over centuries with different 
theatrical presentations but basic 
emotions and instincts unchanged.  

In the dark basement of the 
building, as I raised my hand to shake 
her hand, she withdrew and refused my 
contact. Embarrassed and bewildered 
I looked at the therapist who had 
asked me to evaluate this patient in 
her office in the basement of Saint 
Francis Hospital Community Mental 
Health Clinic.  She uttered the words 
“ All men are the same” She distanced 

herself as I felt very uncomfortable and 
sought some ways to reassure her. The 
therapist sensing the discomfort broke 
the silence and started to provide 
some background clinical information. 
A story of tragedy had unfolded in 
the life of this young girl, losing her 
parents to drugs and divorce; many 
men in her life betrayed her trust in 
any one to follow. Thrust in the world 
of sexual gratification of unknown 
men, she began to survive making 
some money being a prostitute, the 
only school she was enrolled and 
graduated.  Now being accidentally 
pregnant and being fed up of current 
life, she was seeking treatments for her 
rage, sadness, and fears; that we called 
Major Depression to get reimbursed 
by the 3rd party payers. As she learned 
to trust in men she got married, raised 
her son and grew to learn the dance of 
life rather than fears of dark alleys of 
lust and passions. She was no longer 
diagnosed and treated with powerful 
antidepressants, and therapy but 
emerging trust in her inner strengths 
was adequate Rite Aide.   

Years later while I walking up the 
stairs of a clinic on a Monday morning, 
I happened to notice a nurse taking 
the stairs, as we greeted each others, 
she uttered “ another day another 
penny”! I mindfully observed my own 
feeling on the steps; I was also going 
up the stairs to make a buck, not very 
fond of the tasks ahead of me. The 
enormity of psychopathology, limited 
resources, expected monthly graphs 
of productivity to keep the clinic open, 
patients expectations to fix all their 
debts of life and disability paperwork 
in a slot of 15 minutes, had always 

caused a knot in my stomach and chest 
discomfort. Those stairs leading to the 
office chair and computer screen were 
not exciting. Curiosity for what I was 
doing that day on the stairs led me to 
seek it’s meanings.  Wikipedia offered 
the following wisdom; 

“Prostitute” is a direct borrowing from 
the Latin prostituta, the feminine past 
participle of the verb prostituere (to set 
forth in public, to expose to dishonor, 
to prostitute, to put to unworthy use). 
The Latin verb is a composition of pro 
(forward) and statuere (to cause to 
stand, to station, place erect). A literal 
translation therefore would be: “to 
place forward”. “The notion of ‘sex for 
hire’ is not inherent in the etymology, 
which rather suggests one ‘exposed 
to lust’ or sex ‘indiscriminately 
offered.’”The word statuere is a 
derivative of stare (to stand), which 
derives from the proto-Indo-European 
root stā. The word “prostitution” can 
also be used metaphorically to mean 
debasement or working towards 
an unworthy cause. In this sense, 
“prostituting oneself” or “whoring 
oneself” the services or acts performed 
are typically not sexual. For instance, 
in the book, The Catcher in the Rye, 
Holden Caulfield says of his brother 
(“D.B.”): “Now he’s out in Hollywood, 
D.B., being a prostitute. If there’s one
thing I hate, it’s the movies. Don’t even
mention them to me.” D.B. is not literally 
a prostitute; Holden feels that his job
writing B-movie screenplays is morally
debasing. The word “prostitute”, or
more frequently “whore”, is also used
as an insult towards a person (typically
a woman or girl) who is perceived as
being sexually promiscuous.

A striking similarity in behaviors 
came to my awareness, how many 
times I had done jobs, I did not want 
to do but had to do. I started to recall 
many conversations over lunch or 
dinner with fellow physicians and co-
workers, and then countless stories 
from thousands of patients, sad 
souls I had encountered in practice 
of psychiatry and addictions.  I noted 
many of us had done or were doing 
things being hostage to fears of 
modern day living.  Working and 
doing things to make sure that our 
bills are paid and that we have health 
insurance and retirement benefits, 
vacation times and pay our school or 
other debts.  Prostituting for the sake 
of our children’s tuitions, paying for 
the upgrade of smart phone, TV and 
fancy restaurant meal, fully loaded car 
or next wonderful vacation away from 
home, farther the better!   

By being caught in the midst of our 
many addictions, I wondered if modern 
men have been geared to become a 
prostitute, just as my patient was, that 
I had encountered in the basement of 
St. Francis hospital many years ago. 
Losing touch with our children while 
working two jobs, not having a clue 
about our neighbors while clicking 
to distances on facebook, traveling to 
Amazon but not visiting the hurting 
amazing sacred earth where we reside, 
oblivious to our local environmental 
issues, mad race to fuel our jets and 
our media news with forces of fear, 
creating walls of paranoia and thus 
revenge.  Ever increasing quest to be 
safe, by building weapons of mass 
destructions, declaring nations and 
religion as terrorist has only lead 
to mass hysteria. Our sad state of 
affairs by perpetual fast pace lunches 
and stressful living is leading to 
unprecedented costs of physical and 
emotional distress.  

Mass collective fears and 
consequent fatigue leads to 
enormous diseases of the body and 
mind. We make efforts to change 
the state of our mind by eating junk 
entertainments, glued to many kinds 
of illusionary screens, vacations that 
are never enough. May be it’s time for 
many of us to quit prostituting and 
listen to the inner voice of wisdom, 
tranquility, in our own self, families and 
our neighbors.  The next vacations we 
book could be us exploring our own 
Disney World of Inner Self, Vegetable 
and Animal Kingdoms, Air we Breath 
and Water we Drink, the Stars we see 
and the universe we live in. Prozac or 
another molecule we “discover” can’t 
replenish the evaporating peace and 
inner healing capacity we have in our 
own consciousness.

For more information please contact 
S’eclairer. Phone: 724-468-3999     
safdar@seclairer.com
Resources:http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Prostitution

Prostitute

Sins of Omission
 I have sought to justify my existence
as if the gift needed excusing

I have heard only the sounds that 
resonate in an empty head

I have wept alone forgetting my tears
may water parched places
where others thirst

I have taken where there is too little
and given where there is too much

I have forgotten where I came from
and denied where I must go

I have searched for God in all the 
right places and found God huddled
next to me under the bed
with the dust bunnies

I have held death’s hand and forgot
to ask for a space at the table of life-
now I wonder how I will sit there 
again

-Tirzah
Mason




